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modern African negro may alike show industry and ingenuity
in their daily work ; the same African on the hunting trail
or the warpath will show dash, cunning, and a capacity for
planning. In hunting or guerrilla warfare the white stranger
to his country will probably have much to learn from him.
But when man's fears and anxieties are uppermost—that
is to say before the time for action has come—he will be
found ensuring success by agricultural magic or the sacred and
well-proved ritual of the war dance. (So, too, in parts of
Asia, Africa, and America, the women dance a war-dance
while the men are away on a campaign.1)
The only practical disadvantage about his proceedings is
that if his plans go agley he is likely to lay the blame on
some psychic cause—omission of some rite, neglect of an omen,
offence against a god, or the counter-magic of an enemy.
Thus the pseudo-science of ritual and omens becomes ever
more elaborate. The way to the cold-blooded investigation
of material causes is thus barred, and pre-Hellenic or un-
Hellenized man is unlikely to improve his methods, except
in details, unless a discovery is fairly thrust upon him by
circumstances, or brought in by contact with foreigners.
Conversely, if you do not want a thing to happen, you
avoid doing anything which even remotely suggests it or
in any other way might be unlucky; just as we, though
we may realize that there is no causal connection, if anxious
for ourselves or for another, try not to think and prefer not
to talk about that which we fear. In Borneo when a warrior
is on the warpath, his wife, or if he is unmarried his sister,
must wear a sword night and day, that he may always be
thinking of his weapons ; must not sleep by day, nor go to
bed before about two in the morning, lest he be overcome
by sleep and so be caught by the enemy; must not oil her
hair, or he may slip. So likewise, when the Dyaks are away
hunting, the women touch neither oil nor water, lest the
hunters become " butter-fingered ". Chastity on the part of
all the women at all such times is most important; this is
reported from many regions, East Africa, Bolivia, Mexico,
1 Frazer, G.B. i, pp. 132-3.

